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[bookmark: 7][bookmark: IDX-xxvii]The primary objective of  this book is to help you achieve the Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA)  certification so that you can enhance your career. I believe that the only way  you can increase your knowledge is through theoretical and practical learning.  In other words, this book provides the book learning as well as basic hands-on  experience that you’ll need to pass the exam. However, once you pass the CCNA  exam, your journey is just beginning: you’ll need to enhance your newly acquired  skills with additional reading and a lot of hands-on experience.

It is important to point out that there are two ways of achieving  your CCNA certification:

	
    Pass the CCNA (640-801) exam, or

    
	
    Pass both the INTRO (640-821) and ICND (640-811)  exams

    


The CCNA 640-801 exam includes the same topics that the INTRO  640-821 and ICND 640-811 exams cover. Cisco developed the second approach more  for individuals who are just beginning their journey into networking, especially  for people taking the CCNA curriculum at a Cisco Network Academy. The two-test  approach is better suited for this environment since it takes a year to two  years to go through Cisco’s CCNA curriculum at the Network Academies. With this  approach, you take the INTRO 640-821 exam half way through the curriculum and  the ICND 640-811 exam at the end of the curriculum.

If you already have networking experience, especially if that  experience includes configuring Cisco devices, you are better off taking the  single CCNA 640-801 exam. The main advantage of this approach is that you only  have to pay for one exam. Currently, most Cisco exams cost $125 US to take (at  the time of the printing of this book), but Cisco has changed their pricing  scheme in the past and will probably do so in the future.

This book was primarily written for those individuals wishing to  pass the CCNA 640-801 exam. However, this book contains ALL of the information  that you would need in order to pass both the INTRO 640-821 and ICND 640-811  exams. Therefore, it is really up to you which testing approach you wish to take  in order to achieve your CCNA certification.
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The Science and Engineering of Microelectronic FabricationOxford University Press, 2001

	Ideal for upper-level undergraduate or first-year graduate courses and as a handy reference for professionals, The Science and Engineering of Microelectronic Fabrication, Second Edition, provides a thorough and accessible introduction to the field of microfabrication. Revised and expanded in this second edition, the text covers all...
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JSTL: Practical Guide for JSP Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
An invaluable reference for any JSP developer's library. Sue makes the complicated seem simple with her conversational writing style and well thought out examples and analogies.

-Matt Houser, J2EE Developer with The Washington Post and former Sun Microsystems Java Instructor.
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Probability and Random Processes: With Applications to Signal Processing and CommunicationsAcademic Press, 2004
"...very well written...very recommendable for students, researchers as well as practitioners interested in signal processing and communications."
- Stefan Reh, Carnegie Mellon University 

"...it is well written, providing the intended readership with tools and methods to study and solve problems concerning random...
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Synchronization in Wireless Sensor Networks: Parameter Estimation, Peformance Benchmarks, and ProtocolsCambridge University Press, 2009

	The clock or time synchronization problem in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) requires a procedure for providing a common notion of time across the nodes of WSNs. In general, clock synchronization is viewed as a critical factor in maintaining the good functioning of WSNs due mainly to their decentralized organization and timing uncertainties...
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JSTL: Practical Guide for JSP Programmers (The Practical Guides)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
An invaluable reference for any JSP developer's library. Sue makes the complicated seem simple with her conversational writing style and well thought out examples and analogies.

-Matt Houser, J2EE Developer with The Washington Post and former Sun Microsystems Java Instructor.
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Sams Teach Yourself Flash MX ActionScript in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
Macromedia Flash delivers sound, interactivity, graphics, and animations across multiple browsers and platforms. It enables developers to create interactive interfaces and distinctive Web applications. ActionScript is the behind-the-scenes programming language that offers greater control and functionality in Flash...
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